HB17 with the
HB172DK

HB172DK

This sluice is the third tray for the HB17D2K
above. If you own the HB17 Highbanker and
wish to purchase the $400 Dredge Kit, you
would only have to pay the remaining $270
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SS10 Stream Sluice
Assembly & Use Instructions
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HONCOOP HIGHBANKER

This sluice came about through my desire
to have a way to clean up just the top portion for a quicky cleanup. I didn’t want to
have to remove the whole tray just to see
how I was doing. I also wanted Moss and
Black Ribbed Mat the whole length for better recovery and easier cleanup. I believe I
achieved my goal.
Enjoy!
-Donald Honcoop

To reassemble, set the Mat, moss, and expanded metal back into the sluice first.
Then, finish with the front Black Ribbed Mat
by bowing it up to fit the rubber mat on
top of the Moss, but under the expanded
metal.
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Clean up the two pieces of Ribbed Mat
and the one piece of Moss directly in
your pan.

This sluice has a two part flume. The two
different lengths give you more options
when working in slow or fast moving water. 6 stainless steel screws attach the small
flume, 4 screws for the addition of the
large. A Phillips screwdriver is required.
Angle of use is set up by using the slope of
the flume coming off the tray. When the
flume is in the water it should be more or
less level.
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Swing the expanded metal hold-down lever
left or right to start a quicky cleanup. The
latches do not have to be released on the
main tray for the quicky cleanup.
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Pull up on the two tabs to remove the
expanded metal.
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